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Everyday Specials. 
How to celebrate the 
ordinary.
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Research Questions:
When things unnoticed start to have a meaning?

How putting a name on something change the way we 
percive it? 

Cataloguing everything: the poetry of the impossible

Can experiencing pleasures be something possible to 
learn?

How design can enhance experiencing pleasures?

How searching for pleasurable experiences in daily life can 
be enhanced through my work? 

How to elevate everyday life, show its value and celebrate 
ordinary?

What is the role of repetition in creating oneself?

What is the role of ritual in everyday life?

1.  Research questions
 Research
 Referances







Peter Sloterdijk on rituals:
“Ritual has closed the gap through which impotence, 
panic and death invade our life.  (…) without having a 
casual effect on events in the autonomous environment, 
rituals give a coherence to the lives of their practitioners 
as they are lived and, if they are properly understood, 
have the power to bring order into a world that cannot 
generally be controlled.”

Peter Sloterdijk on design and technology: 
“Design helps to inspire the belief that a man and his 
electric shaver are male team comrades, almost the 
same as the housewife and her washing machine. When 
it comes to complex devices, design creates the façade 
of signs and contact points that enables users to join the 
game without being tangibly humiliated by their evident 
incompetence as regards the internal mechanisms.”



Michel Foucault on repetition: 
Homo repetitvus – the human in trainining 

„technologies of the self, self technique practices which 
permit individuals to effect by their own means or with 
the help of others a certain number of operatons on their 
own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of 
being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a 
certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or 
immorality”









Before the internet (2017), Emma Rathbone

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/06/26/
before-the-internet

ZAKKA – goods and things
exhibiton at 21_21 design sight, tokyo

https://www.designboom.com/design/naoto-fukasawa-
21_21-design-sight-zakka-03-09-2016/



Roadtrip (2014),  Xaver Xylophon

http://xaverxylophon.de/ROADTRIP-ANIMATION

Tango (1981), Zbigniew Rybczyński

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo8O8lYDzIU



Faces places (2017), JR, Agnès VardaThe Happy Film (2017), Stefan Sagmeister, Ben Nabors



Hversdagssafn
Museum of everyday life
„Hversdagssafn – Museum of everyday life is located in 
the center of Ísafjörður in the Westfjords of Iceland. It has 
the main purpose of investigating the mundane and the 
common, finding the poetry that comes forward when no 
one is looking.
(...)

Everyday life is a little bit like dark matter. It is what 
happens in between significant moments in life and holds 
everything together. It is meeting friends, having dinner, 
yelling at children, being yelled at, sulking, laughing and 
so on. And so on. It is walking from one place to the next. 
It is going to work. It is staying at home. It is worrying 
and washing dishes. It is both random and routine.”

https://everydaylife.is



There are a lot good people around, Svein Møxvold

https://www.moxvold.com

https://postsecret.com



Memory (1971) Bernadette Mayer The Sims



Poetry In Motion

https://poetrysociety.org/poetry-in-motion

SLANT - Aaron Schuman 

http://www.aaronschuman.com/slantpages/slant01.
html

interview with the author:
https://photocaptionist.com/ism/slant-interview-aaron-
schuman/



Polish School of Posters, especially examples of socially 
engaged posters

GALERIA PLAKATU AMS (Poster Gallery AMS 

once a year an open competition for a poster on social 
issues is organized, and the awarded works are presented 
in national campaigns on citylights owned by AMS ( polish 
outdoor advertising agency)

https://galeriaplakatu2020.ams.com.pl



Match Box Homes (2011), Golden CosmosDoll houses



Kitchen Table Series (1990), Carrie Mae Weems Everyday Thoughts on Everyday Things (2015), Rachel 
Denti



Good Luck Pass, Sue Doeksen (extra) Ordinary(2020),  Robert Rurans



David Shirgley’s works Living Things Serie by Little Otsu



Be Green (2020), Tania Yukanova “Some Rules for Students and Teachers” by Corita Kent, 
visualised by Caitlin Keegan



Sophia Martinek’s worksMouni Feddag’s works



Ryo Takemasa’s works Barbara Dziadosz’s illustrations



Stefano Colferai’s short animations Stephanie Wunderlich’s cut outs and illustrations



2.  Paths I did not go with
 Process documentation

Everyday Life
habits, routines, objects, practices, 
repetitons, boredom, predictability, 
everything that happens while we 
wait for the more important

How my project can show its value?



List of Everyday Life Pleasures for the Everyday 
Life Catalogue
Home alone
 1. Singing while having a shower
 2. Dancing in the kitchen
 3. Staying up all night
 4. Taking care of the plants and seeing them grow
 5. Lying on the carpet and watching the ceiling
 6. Trying out outfits
 7. Reading a magazine on Saturday morning
 8. Listening to music and lying on the sofa
 9. Getting up early on a sunny day and having a coffee
 10. Having house cleaned
 11. Lying in bath
 12. Rearranging
 13. Sitting on the balcony on a spring evening and smoking  
  cigarettes
 14. Cooking
 15. Waiting for a cake
 16.  Waiting for take-away food
 17. Doing crossword/sudoku
 18. Reading a book before falling asleep
 19.  Having a clean, washed duvet
 20. When the song you like starts playing on the radio
 21. Having a favorite fork
 22.  Having clothes in the wardrobe in order
 23. Waiting for pizza dough to grow
 24. Spraying flowers
 25. Having your pair of slippers
 26. Having a new piece of furniture
 27. Watching old photos
 28. Looking at the neighbors through the window
 29. Falling asleep while it’s raining on a warm evening
 30. Receiving a magazine you like by mail
 31. Receiving postcards
 32. Starting to be obsessed with a new song
 33. Realising you can sleep longer in the morning
 34. Beauty care
 35. Craft activities
 36. Watching the sun on the wall
 37. Having a break
 38. Hanging new pictures
 39. Making puzzles

Home with people
 1. Having a party
 2. Having friends for dinner
 3. Having a date
 4. Warming your feet with somebody’s feet
 5. Reading the same book together
 6. Throwing keys through the window
 7. Playing board games

Alone outside
 1. Singing in the car
 2. Walking in the city and listening to music
 3. Walking in nature and listening to the silence
 4. Sunsets and sunrises
 5. Going with a car and always having green lights
 6. Not checking a bus but having it right away
 7. People watching
 8. Cloud watching
 9. Two airplanes crossing
 10. Walking barefoot on the grass/sand/street
 11. Dancing barefoot after a long night in heels
 12. Birds singing
 13. Leaves szzzszzz
 14. Walking in the city in the morning when no one is there
 15. Cycling downhill
 16. Leaving work earlier
 17. When a cat on the street wants to cuddle
 18. Sitting on the bench in the first spring sun

Outside with people
 1. Having longer eye contact with a stranger
 2. Saying something simultaneously
 3. Watching a sports game together
 4. Playing sports outside
 5. Holding hands
 6. Meeting someone you like by accident
 7. Meeting for a coffee and spending all day together   
  without a plan





1. Having a favourite 
cup

2. Receiving magazine 
subscription

3. Impatiently 
searching for a keys 
before leaving a house

1. Waiting for a 
connetion with 
consultant

2. Staring at the 
wall and seeing sun 
changing

3. Having a stream 
of thoughts while 
washing the dishes

1. Brushing teeth 
together

2. Seeing all the family 
members sitting on 
their sits by the table

3. Seeing the same dog 
owners through the 
window

1. When a song you 
like plays on the 
radio

2.  Not checking a 
bus and having it 
right away

3. When a cat met 
on the street wants 
to cuddle

1. When a song you 
like plays on the 
radio

2.  Not checking a 
bus and having it 
right away

3. When a cat met 
on the street wants 
to cuddle

Golden hour

A fresh 
perspective

All I need is 
the beginning 
of familiar

I could do it 
all the time if 
I wasn't bored 
after a minute

Making your 
own fun

In routine I 
find my true 
self

Best of Everyday Life 
Awards

moments nominated in 6 categories

1. Cleaning your closet

3. Coming home back 
after the holidays

2. Driving by car and 
seeing your hometown 
from the road as the 
seasons change

Best of Everyday Life 
Awards

draft of the statues’ appearance



































The Best of Everyday Life - one of the 
texts I wrote
I wish life was only filled up with the moments that are 
worth my time.
Fine, they say: when life gives you lemons, make a 
lemonade.
But I don’t mean that I wish life would magically become 
sorrow free. You obviously can somehow grow from being 
in pain.

What I wish is the life deprived from with everyday toil. 
Because for me, the routine competes with boredom in a 
race for the most undesirable act.

Fine, they say: meaning is not something fixed but 
something you should seek for yourself. 
You can easily deduce from that, that anything can 
become meaningful if you try hard enough to see its 
worth.

But honestly, tell me what is the worth of everyday life?

Where lies the clue in seeing pleasure in making the bed 
every day?

How to enjoy waiting in the line for twenty minutes to 
talk with a consultant?

Predictability means that you know how filling an empty 
cup always ends.

Nothing extraordinary lies in washing the dishes and 
thinking about anything general neither anything in 
particular next to that.

Nothing new in seeing the same dog owners passing my 
window every day.

No purpose in staring at the wall and seeing the light 
going through, playing at the wall.

No joy in cleaning the closet again and again after the 
pile of clothes grew too big on the chair standing nearby.

No surprise in receiving a magazine by post, always the 
same.

No uncertainty in waiting for food, minute after minute 
when time passes too slow.

Nothing extraordinary in the afternoon nap on Saturday 
afternoon.

No variety in having one’s own place to sit by the table 
when family comes.

No thrill in brushing the teeth again and again and again, 
wishing it can be done once and for good.

No fulfillment in action that repeats and brings nothing 
else but a memory from the past.

No purpose in moving along the road, without a clear 
need.
No difference in a coincidence that happens but lasts only 
for a song.

Fine, they say: use your time wisely, you only live once.
But being truly aware of how your time is spent is a scary 
thought.

Why in-betweenness fill it all up?
Fine, maybe there can’t be any meaning in it. Or not?





routine > ritual
A daily routine can change its status when it gets the 
name of a ritual that gives consistency in life and is 
presented as something to master.

practice > game
By giving the rules of the act I wanted to show that 
experiencing pleasure can be an attentive act that is not 
always easy to perform yet, can become enjoyable.



3.  The final result, static Everyday Specials
instructions on how to practice 
pleasures in everyday life
























